Backup as a Service
Flexible backup you can rely on

When it comes to backup, one size
does not fit all.
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Trusted expertise
We have been successfully providing backup for customers across a range of different technologies for many
years. We know and understand the challenges backup and restores present. Our trusted experts use this
knowledge and frontline experience, ensuring that you enjoy a hassle-free backup service.

The best of both worlds
With Novosco BaaS you get very fast local targets for daily backups within our data centre or on your premises
through data centre hosted capacity targets. All while using the best that public cloud providers, like AWS and
Azure have to offer in terms of longer term data retention.

Dual Data Centre capability
If you decide to use any of our hosting services, we can replicate your backup data to a peer data centre.
If you’re an on-premise customer, we can replicate to one of our data centres and the public cloud, in addition
to local backup copies on-premise.

Software smarts
By using leading virtual machine (VM) centric data protection technologies, Novosco BaaS offers
not only a better backup solution, but also great reporting, so you know exactly what is protected.

Business Results & Benefits
Residing on a highly resilient infrastructure, Novosco BaaS provides backup capacity as you need it. If server
numbers expand or contract, you only pay for the volume of data that you backup. This is crucial if you need
to expand quickly, while also helping you to effectively manage costs.
With Novosco BaaS you can reduce, if not entirely eliminate, your CAPEX plans and on-premise maintenance
costs. The Novosco BaaS subscription service is classed entirely as OPEX, further savings can also be realized.

The Novosco BaaS environment is monitored 24/7 and proactively
managed. As part of the service, all security, patching, and upgrades
are taken care of, meaning you get on with business without the worry.
By removing the requirement for transportation and storage of tapes you are reducing your company’s
IT carbon footprint and saving on operational expenditure.
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